Firmware Release Note
Date: 5-Oct-2016

Model: CLX-8640, 8650 Series
Version

Category

Change Description

V6.E6.03.EC1512.02
(5-Oct-2016)

Fix Defect

Enhance toner yield and accuracy.(Especially for the low coverage and low job duty printing pattern)

V6.E6.03.EC1512.01
(18-Feb-2016)

Fix Defect

Open SSL issue for supporing Daimler's IPV6 tests
Polaris Color) CLX-9201, Printing message in Job status
Crash observed when User does two Searchable PDF job. And cancel first Searchable PDFjob
[Security][PolarisC] Security Update - NSRI Security Recommendations (1/15)

V6.E6.03.EC1512.00
(17-Jan-2016)

Fix Defect

Daimler reported some issues found during IPV6 tests

V5.E6.03
(15-Jan-2016)

Fix Defect

V5.D6.15
(15-Dec-2015)

Fix Defect

V6.D6.08
(2-Apr-2015)

Fix Defect

Scan to Email fails in specific environmnet.
When a user scans to email (scan to me) using the prepopulated data on the device it scans OK to
Intermittenlty, “server connection failure” shows during LDAP Authentication.
Scan to Server Email notification was sent even when the option was disabled from SWS.
SNTP/DST - Timezone issue for Chile, Ukraine and USA Eastern Time
Machine reboot continously with 1 hour period, after DST(Daylight Saving Time) clock shift
1. Improve Toner Gauge Accuracy
- Toner is empty when gauge is over 40%.
- Toner gauge decreases slower than actual toner usage.
- Change gauge algorithm from using dot to using Slit.
2. Pressure Roller pollution prevention through the fusibility improvement
(modify fuser CTS table)
- Change the pattern of "Fuser Cleaning Mode".
3. Improve Band error at back side that is frequenty occured in case of high tempature.

1. After HDD changing, some count of Usage Report is incorrect.
11. IP address was not renewed with DHCP server if device is creating Hibernation Image.
21. Dotted lines in a table are disappeared in color mode printing with Excel office 2011 and Mac OS
Fix Defect
31. Disable Fax receive forward in SWS fax settings menu when solution applications is installed.
1. Support BCPS applications on XOA-Web version
Add Func.
Change Spec. 1. Improvement - Supplement copy image cutoff in case of copying
Fix Defect
Fix Defect

V6.D6.06
(12-Jan-2015)

V6.C6.41
(5-Jan-2015)
V6.C6.40
(20-Nov-2014)
V6.C6.34
(18-Sep-2014)

V6.C6.24
(28-Jan-2014)

Fix Defect
Fix Defect
Add Func.
Change Spec
Fix Defect
Add Func.
Delete Func.
Change Spec
Fix Defect

1. Band image happen when Gray pattern is printed.
1. Reset sometimes after Memory clear & soft power off.
2. Reduce the noisy on Platen Motor.
3 Powersave timeout & option does not be applied
1. HID Global R54270001-Con model supported.
1. Support Israel Hebrew Dos Printing in Polaris.
1. Other user name is displayed on LUI even another user's card is used for authentication.
1. Add to support WLAN and BCPS solution.
1. Delete Fuser product date (by Manufacturing]
1. [LMS] New SLM specification should be support.
1. Macro parser misoperation(&f1s0S) and text positioning error.
2 Oracle printing issue

※ Note
- Please do not turn off the printer and your computer until firmware update finishes.
- If you are using USB connection, disconnect all other USB printers from the PC.
- The firmware update you are about to install has been tested for compatibility
with Samsung toner cartridge products ONLY.
Installing The upgrade may cause a non-Samsung toner cartridge to malfunction.
- Do not run your printer during the firmware update.(Do not have any print job)

